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Katy Perry's newborn daughter has a touching connection to one of her most significant songs. The singer welcomed her first child - named Daisy Dove Bloom - on August 26, and katy perry and Orlando Bloom's baby name may be the same for the daisies of her single, which she released
in May. While the couple have yet to confirm the connection between Perry's song and their newborn daughter, the singer does pay tribute to baby Daisy by rocking a floral manicure in their first family photo. The couple shared the news of their new addition with a UNICEF emotional appeal
on Instagram, asking followers to consider supporting vulnerable mothers and newborns around the world. Welcome to the world, Daisy Dove Bloom! We are honored to introduce goodwill ambassadors Katy Perry and Orlando Bloom of the new Happiness Pack, UNICEF wrote in a
statement on Instgaram, on behalf of the new parents, alongside a photo of them holding hands with their new baby girl. We float with love and wonder at the safe and healthy arrival of our daughter, Perry and Bloom said in a statement shared by Uniquef, but we know that we are the lucky
ones and not everyone can have a peaceful birth experience like ours. Through their appeal, the couple and UNICEF hope to provide expectant mothers with a midwife kit, soap, and clean water, ready-to-use therapeutic food, and PPE to prevent deaths from preventable causes. Perry
pulled daisies out in May, just months after announcing she was expecting her first child with Bloom, who is also father to 9-year-old Flynn from a previous relationship with Miranda Kerr. They told me I was out there, tried to knock me down / Took those sticks and stones, showed them I



could build a house / They tell me I was crazy, but I would never let them change me / Until they cover me gracefully, gracefully, gracefully, Perry sang in the choir. Shortly after his release, the singer wrote about the inspiration behind the song, teasing its meaning to her. Each of us is one in
more than seven billion, with our own story of strength and resilience to tell, wrote on Twitter. I wrote this song a few months ago as a call to stay true to the course you set for yourself, regardless of what others think. Lately, it's taken on a new meaning for me, given what the whole world is
experiencing. Whether Daisy's name was inspired by her song - or whether the name Daisy inspired the song itself - it's clear that the message of empowerment and triumph is perfect for Perry as she begins motherhood. I was very afraid of the idea [of motherhood two or three years ago',
she recently told People. I'm very happy that I got to check a lot of boxes personally and professionally before I came to this place. unconditional love was a journey for me, and it's going to be amazing. 2014 Christy Goodwin No matter who comes out victorious on Sunday, there are some
things we can Happen during the Super Bowl: A hell of a game with incredible athleticism, commercials will let you laugh and cry (and if you're lucky at once too) and a killer half plan. Although we can't guarantee there'll be another bike ride on the side, we're keeping our fingers crossed.
The main star of the year: Katy Perry - she has the outfit, the pedicure and the songs. We can't wait until Sunday to see what Perry has planned, so we'll listen to this Super Bowl party playlist during this weekend's run and yoga class. It's all Katy Perry.) We found some of our old favorites,
some homicidal remixes and some duets you forgot about. If you listen carefully, Perry might predict a bold game... But you know who I am, who I think you're going to win, they're the ones letting go of love, they're the ones taking their time, it's going to come down to this moment. You hear
that, Patriots and Seahawks? Related:Image credit: Getty '80s and '90s were really quite decades old, weren't they? No, they were more than that -- those were moments while many people yearned for them again. Fortunately, for anyone in need of a very nostalgic retreat, Katy Perry's new
leary video for This Is How We Do should satisfy that passion. It's also probably one of the most visually fascinating visual videos you'll ever see, especially if you're the kind of person who enjoys neon words and pretends to be in video games in 1988 when you're just staring at your
computer while lounging in your sweatpants. But Perry likes nostalgia. It's also no secret that the singer, born in 1984, misses decades from both designers. MTV News noted - and so wisely - that Perry's artwork and the current prismatic world tour are dripping with 1990s glitter and
screams. But doesn't that make you feel a little old? I don't know what that means. The '90s... I don't know what to do. Retro? But instead of wasting valuable time locating my two gray line-ups, I instead relish this binge that celebrates life when you're young because obviously you're not
forever young, and although I hesitate to say YOLO here, well, YOLO. And besides, with pictures celebrating ideas like that, how could you not want to be happy with that fun song? That's right, ladies. It's for those of you who are going to your pride parade in clothes from last night.
(Although I'd like to think that those of us in last night's sweat are also included.) Check out the video below:Picture: KatyPerryVEVO/Youtube KatyPerryVEVO/Youtube
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